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Needed: 3D dislocations

3D: DDD – integrate
the response of a 
set of dislocation
lines. 

How to do that?  
ParaDis (Livermore)

Caveats: εmax, 
dislocation density ρ
(I skip mostly 2D DDD)



What is the deal?

Macroscopic effects of 
complexity: yield 
stress τ, finite size 

effects.

Dependence on 
microscopics: ”A”. On 
history: ρ.

In other words, 
impact on stress-
strain curves.

Szabo et al. 
PRB 2015



Predicting (2d) DDD ss-curves

Salmenjoki 2018: since 2D is not depinning, can we predict it? 



Error/Predictability vs. strain, N



Impact of descriptors



Move to 3D: dislocations… (left: after loading)



Dislocations… and precipitates



3D background

2D results predict “extended criticality”

3D DDD (FCC parameters): the same (Lehtinen 
2018 PRB) and a broad excitation spectrum 
(Lehtinen 2018 PRL).

2D shows that extra pinning is important (Ovaska 
2015).

[Weiss, Truskinovsky, Groma et al, Zaiser…]



Precipitates and depinning
– Phys. Rev. Mat. 2020  



Strengthening effect



Bursts and ss-curves

Large precipitate 
fraction: “real 
yield point”.



Side-note: predicting phases
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Predicting stress-strain curves



Effect of pinning centers on the 
stress-strain curve



Main question: does MF 
depinning theory work for FCC 
dislocations – two partials and 
Stacking Fault width/energy?

Playground complex alloys (HEA)

Theory by Varvenne & Curtin

Recent work by Zaiser



Grab the sword (MD)

What we want to 
find out:
Depinning stress
Critical properties

Velocity exponent 
case
dependent 
(Laurson, 2022)



Complex depinning

MF would say “one 
parameter” (elastic 
mismatch) enough.

In reality, collective
depinning increases 
depinning stress.



DDD: we can match depinning ideas to 
metallurgy (and vice versa).

Use of ML in describing (computational) 
samples to predict their behavior.

Much more work to do in real 
materials… non-universal exponents?

Conclusions


